Creating sustainability: place branding strategies and the emergence of creative milieus in heritage sensitive cities

Abstract

The paper aims at examining the role of particular place branding strategies in the emergence of creative milieus within the cities where a cultural heritage is perceived as being of special importance and pride. The main question is thus of how to appreciate what heritage is working, thereby offering inspiration for people to be creative and open to innovative ideas and practices crucial for sustainable development of a heritage-sensitive city. The paper seeks to provide a critical account of the concepts of invented tradition, heritage-sensitive city and urban creative milieu while breaking with the rhetoric of creativity distinguishing the literature which still prevails in the field. It highlights some details concerning the impact of place branding on forming local cultural identity, with a special focus on the role of such identity in the emergence of urban creative milieus. The paper specifies the design of the comparative case studies of the emergence of creative milieus within medium-sized cities of Ivanovo (Russia), Liberec (the Czech Republic), Enschede (the Netherlands) and Tampere (Finland) which were traditionally distinguished by the predominance of the textile industry in the structure of local economy. In this context, it defines strengths and weaknesses of the study that has been made to date.
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Introduction

Is there a relationship between a city’s past and the ways of its sustainable development? How creative ideas and practices can impact on these processes? The influence of many social, economic and cultural aspects on the emergence of urban creative milieus is a core element of scholarly discussions of the factors that can make a particular city attractive to creative individuals. Yet a sometimes somewhat neglected issue is a role of cultural heritage in these processes. The main research question is thus whether such heritage can be regarded as dogmatic and inflexible, or the conservation of traditions, which are regarded as crucial for sustainable urban development, and the emergence of creative milieus may become complimentary to each other. The aim of this paper is to examine how particular place branding strategies can influence on the emergence of creative milieus within the cities where a cultural heritage is perceived as being of special importance and pride. The main question is thus of how to appreciate what heritage is working, thereby offering inspiration for people to be creative and open to innovative ideas and practices. In contrast, the modernist genre of criticism focuses on what is not working, typically offering cautionary tales about what not to do. In other words, we need to narrate a story about a city’s cultural heritage, and such narrative should enable both city’s residents and newcomers to work creatively upon drawing the routes of further urban development; at the same time, these routes should become complimentary to city’s roots.1 As it seems, place branding can be regarded to a more or lesser extent, as a kind of such narrative.

First, the paper seeks to provide a critical account of the concepts of invented tradition, heritage-sensitive city and urban creative milieu. Second, it intends to highlight some details concerning the impact of place branding on forming local / regional social identity, with a special focus on the role of such identity in the emergence of urban creative milieus. Third, it presents the main details of the ongoing comparative case studies of the emergence of creative milieus within a (possibly) wide range of heritage-sensitive cities. In this regard, the paper identifies strengths and weaknesses of the study that has been made to date.

Theoretical background

Tradition is often regarded as anything transmitted or handed down from the past to the present2 and, in this context, it can be considered as a tangible reality which helps resolve everyday problems. In a city’s context, tradition is expressed in various forms, such as the legacy of how a city was built in response to past circumstances, the structure of local/regional economy, barriers set up by municipal boundaries, socio-cultural characteristics of local inhabitants, and enclaves and ghettos for religious, ethnic or racial groups. The theoretical framework of this proposal is founded on the concept of the invention of tradition, which was made prominent in the eponymous 1983 book edited by British scholars Eric Hobsbawm & Terence Ranger.3 At the same time, we realize that this concept hides serious ambiguities. For example, it is often not possible (or useful) to distinguish between ‘genuine’ and recently ‘invented’ traditions, as both are intrinsic parts of a city’s cultural heritage. Yet we suppose that the term ‘invented tradition’ has some explanatory potential. In terms of this proposal, it enables us to start with an assumption that traditions are social inventions and not some primordial characteristics. As it seems, the cases of heritage-sensitive cities provide a clear evidence of that.

Most often such cities are regarded mainly as places with a set of valuable buildings and cultural landscapes.4 At the same time, the term ‘heritage’ refers, in a broader sense, to events or processes that have a special meaning in group memory.
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has a special meaning for forming a distinct local/regional identity. Such identity, or, to say more precisely, its inside/outside (us/them) dimensions, may be regarded as a crucial factor that specifies the emergence of the distinctive cultural identity. This assumption is in many respects based on the theoretical concept of social identity complexity that refers to an individual’s subjective representation of the degree of overlap perceived to exist between groups of which a person is simultaneously a member. Given the recognition that urban residents inevitably belong to multiple social groups with multiple corresponding social identities, an important question to be addressed is how individuals combine these group identities when they define their subjective in-group. More specifically, do multiple group memberships lead to more inclusive or less inclusive in-groups, when compared to single group identities? According to Müller, it is accurate to comprehend a contemporary urban neighborhood as an open system of communication, rather than as an integrated social system of shared meanings and morals, which is embedded in a local context. Societies are nowadays, first of all, communicating societies, networks of mobility, and flows and social communication. Therefore social identity should be understood as a project, whose main objective is active participation in the process of fair and open communication within various spheres of local affairs. Communication itself could (and should) be the main overarching defining characteristic of social identities, which resembles, as Stuart Hall brilliantly pointed out, ‘routes’ rather than ‘roots’. In this regard, it is possible to distinguish between active and passive borders of social identity. The active border is characterized by numerous channels providing contacts with ‘outside’ cultures, and thus fosters the emergence of social identity complexity. Under these circumstances tradition underpins adopting and adapting ideas and practices from the ‘outer’ cultures to a particular city’s context. In such a case, cultural heritage can be considered not as somewhat dogmatic and inflexible, but as a factor that fosters the development of innovative practices. On the contrary, the passive border is marked by a communicational impermeability that seduce to the stereotypical labeling, defining and preserving polarity of ‘us’ and ‘them’. In such a case, tradition tends to produce strict individual obedience to commonly shared rules, both formal and informal, without any doubt about their legitimacy. Hence, any alternative worldview, as well as the ways of creating something new, is opposed. Urban neighborhoods become the inflexible guardians of tradition, which is unalterably opposed to every sort of personal and/or group deviation from the socially accepted type. One cannot often avoid that in heritage-sensitive cities which are seen as closed and exclusionary ‘fortresses’. This vision is based on the essentialist interpretation of the distinct heritage and forging an identity which is characterized by passive borders.

The problem of how the borders of social identities are established and maintained, is thus gathering greater momentum. In fact, social identity consists of psychology, morality, habits and praxis. In this regard, social climate can be considered as a medium for transmitting and enforcing important social values in the city’s everyday life. These are included in the social goals that particular groups of people (for instance, urban neighborhoods) have to accomplish. In this context, a distinct moral climate can be regarded as a constituent of social climate within the city. Moral climate includes a set of social attitudes which specify the shared perceptions of what constitutes ethical behavior, and the process of how ethical or moral issues will be dealt. If moral climate within some urban neighborhoods fosters intolerance and even aggressiveness towards any form of ‘otherness’, such neighborhoods underpin passive borders of closed, nested social identity. On the contrary, in the case when moral climate motivates urban inhabitants to be tolerant and open towards ‘outer’ cultures, alternative ways of thinking and lifestyles, this inevitably results in the emergence of active borders of social identity (and, then, social identity complexity). In any respect, moral climate (and, in a broader sense, social climate) within urban neighborhoods is considerably impacted by formal and informal knowledge of the genesis, nature and structure of local/regional traditions. Genuine and recently established traditions are thus ‘invented’ alike in the sense that the knowledge of both is socially constructed and embedded into some master narratives which are crucial for forming a distinctive social identity. In Benedict Anderson’s sense, this knowledge is often used for forming ‘imagined communities’, and, in this regard, the whole process can be considered as a kind of knowledge management. As it seems, place branding can be regarded, among others, as a way of producing this knowledge. As it seems, these issues are currently gaining unprecedented momentum in today’s world, where such narratives are being increasingly producing by means of digital media and global networks. In this context, the analysis of such issues may contribute to the ongoing discourses about relational spaces e.g. in social geography or sociology, as practices of (collective) construction of spaces are still a sadly neglected research matter, whereas normative models of an ‘ideal’ city are overemphasized. According to Anholt, a globalised world is a marketplace where country has to compete with country-and region with region, city with city—for its share of attention, of reputation, of spend, of goodwill, of trust. In this context, city branding is often confused with city marketing. Yet the difference comes from the fact that marketing addresses consumer’s wishes and needs and uses them as its guiding principle for the operations of a city or town, whereas in the case of branding a chosen vision, mission and identity plays a crucial role. City branding thus refers to the application of branding techniques to geographical locations in the widest sense of the word. To say more exactly, place branding considerably impacts on creating shared imaginaries for cities. As Landry states, a creative milieu is a place where ‘face-to-face interaction [among a critical mass of entrepreneurs, intellectuals, social activists, artists, administrators, power brokers or students] creates new ideas, artefacts, products, services and institutions and, as a consequence, contributes to economic success’. At the same time, ‘in contrast to the more venerable innovative milieu construct that initially focused on creative interaction among workers and between firms and research institutes to examine innovation and economic competitiveness, members of the creative class seek to imbue creativity in all aspects of their lives. According to Florida, creative professions differ from all other professions in the fact that they base their work on defining issues, finding their solutions, while employing the existing knowledge in a new and innovative manner. In this context, while a ‘weak definition’ of creative milieu requires that unobserved interaction attracts a diverse set of creative people to creative places, a ‘strong definition’ of creative milieu posits that interaction across the diverse creative domains produces an innovative milieu which increases the dynamism of the local economy. In this regard, creative economy is defined as the sum of economic activities arising from a highly educated segment of the workforce, which encompasses a wide variety of creative individuals. In John Howkins’s sense, creative economy comprises advertising, architecture, art, crafts, design, fashion, film, music, performing arts, publishing, software, toys and
games, TV and radio, and video games. Some scholars consider that education industry, including public and private services, is also forming a part of creative economy. There remain, therefore, different definitions of the sector.\textsuperscript{31} At the same time, the attempts to divide all the professions into creative and non-creative inevitably result in a distinct elitism of creative class theory.\textsuperscript{32} According to Peck\textsuperscript{33} the contemporary creativity strategies barely disrupt extant urban policy orthodoxies, based on interlocal competition, place marketing, property-and market-led development, gentrification and normalized socio-spatial inequality. This has the effect of elevating creativity to the status of a new urban imperative. Hence, to overcome the inherent weaknesses of creative class theory and to break with the rhetoric of creativity distinguishing the scholarly literature which still prevails in the field, one can notice that in a summary of research into creativity Michael Mumford suggested that ‘creativity involves the production of novel, useful products’.\textsuperscript{34} Creativity can also be defined as the process of producing something that is both original and worthwhile or characterized by originality, expressiveness and a person’s imagination (ibid). In this sense, creativity cannot be regarded merely in terms of economic effectivenss and one’s professional or, moreover, class affiliation. Creative milieu can thus be considered as a set of formal and informal institutions supporting an individual or a group of people in thinking and acting creatively, regardless of one’s professional, social and/or cultural status. In this regard, the issues of social identity complexity play a crucial role in the sustainable development of the city. Therefore, the critical urban theory,\textsuperscript{35} which is rooted back to Henri Lefebvre’s claim to the ‘right to the city’, i.e., a right to change ourselves by changing the city,\textsuperscript{36} can provide an alternative theoretical framework for the creativity studies. In this sense, place branding should motivate people in every place (including heritage-sensitive cities) to obtain their right to work creatively upon developing a ‘city for people, not for profit’.\textsuperscript{37} The main problem is thus whether it is possible within the frameworks of the neoliberal urban development paradigm which still considerably impacts on the global urban scene.\textsuperscript{38,39}

**Hypotheses**

As stated above, the starting point of this research project is an attempt to understand the process of the invention of tradition not in regard to the problem of how a particular tradition has been initiated but in terms of producing the knowledge of recent and/or remote past and embedding it into a particular narrative. One may thus suppose that the knowledge of particular tradition which addresses the issues of openness to change, meritocracy, social equality and universalism, lower importance of conservatism and power values and higher tolerance for diversity is crucial for the emergence of social identity complexity. The first basic hypothesis thus states that Place branding which produces the knowledge of tradition as not dogmatic and inflexible, but as a starting point for adapting and adopting new ideas and practices to a city’s context has a positive effect on the emergence of urban creative milieus.

In the next step, I address the question of how tradition can be viewed in the heritage-sensitive city’s context. On the one hand, it can play a crucial role in maintaining closed, exclusive identity. For instance, one can assert that the cities with the predominance of the textile industry must be developed exclusively as the centers of this mono-industry. In this context, old textile factory building must be used merely for producing fabrics on the basis of using simple technologies. On the contrary, one can find the ways of using this heritage in new ways (for instance, when transforming old factory buildings into a place of developing high-tech industries, educational institutions, or a venue for art performances). In any respect, in increasingly placeless world, when question of urban character and identity gathers unprecedented momentum,\textsuperscript{40} place branding can help heritage-sensitive cities use their unique chance to create their future by using many elements of their past. Stressing the creative potential of these cities is likely a way to avoid ‘drawing caricatures’ which describe some cities as civic cities and other as bureaucratic or individualist places.\textsuperscript{41,42} In fact, place branding strategies based on these descriptions are accurate to a certain extent, but they do not fully represent the complex relationships between local traditions and their impact on the emergence of urban creative milieus. Therefore, the second hypothesis examines the ways of how a unique city’s heritage can be used for the purpose of place branding:

**Place branding strategies which put an emphasis on the elements of a city’s cultural heritage that can provide ‘routes’ to their further development, alongside with preserving their historical ‘roots’ can have a positive effect on the emergence of urban creative milieus.**

In this sense, the other aspect of place branding in regard to a heritage-sensitive city’s context is practical knowledge of how to narrate the story of its ‘roots’ and ‘routes’ to the future. The third hypothesis states that

**Place branding strategies, which involve representing many related images of a heritage-sensitive city under a single brand name, can provide an opportunity for individuals and groups from different social and/or professional backgrounds to create and re-invent their city of residence.**

One can suppose that addressing the tradition of a single group (for example, textile workers) for the purpose of place branding likely produces exclusive, closed identity of heritage-sensitive city. On the opposite, if we narrate the story about the elements of distinctive cultural heritage which can gather together people of different cultural backgrounds, this can help find the ‘routes’ to the future and, at the same time, preserve city’s ‘roots’.

**Research methodology**

The project aims to initiate the comparative case studies of the emergence of creative milieus within a (possibly) wide range of heritage-sensitive cities. As Robinson\textsuperscript{43} states, qualitative case studies are particularly well suited to account for the diversity of cities and to gain a comprehensive situative understanding of their distinct context (for instance, a distinct cultural heritage). Robert\textsuperscript{44,45} suggests that this methodology is well suited to address multifaceted social processes (such as the invention of tradition), particularly when

1. ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions are being posed,
2. the investigator has little control over events
3. the focus is on the contemporary phenomenon within real-live context\textsuperscript{46,47}

In this regard, comparative case studies can help emphasize comparison within and across contexts of several heritage-sensitive cities.\textsuperscript{41,48} According to Robinson, ‘in relation to urban studies, it has been particularly productive to bring the experiences of different case-study cities into careful conversation with one another in order to reflect critically on extant theory, to raise questions about one city through attending to related dynamics in other contexts, or to point
to limitations or omissions in existing accounts'. For this purpose, I intend to propose the parameters according to which the comparative framework can be structured as follows:

1. Main characteristics of the distinct place branding strategies in relation to data collected from websites, blogs and official documents.
2. Statistical data on the annual numbers of patents, cultural events and educational mobility (especially in regard to equal access to education of people from different social and cultural backgrounds).
3. Questionnaire survey can be considered as a comparatively easy tool to apply and administer which can yield reliable statistically representative information from a large number of people quite quickly.

To test the effectiveness of the questionnaire, I intend to undertake a pilot survey during the fieldwork visits which will aim to investigate how the respondents perceive and appropriate their cities and how they expect them to be seen (and, in this context, how they evaluate the effectiveness of distinct place branding strategies). I regard these issues as a dependent variable, whereas the level of personal creativity of our respondents is considered as an independent variable. The collected data will be systematically coded and arranged using Excel and SPSS for an analysis. At the same time, I think that the questionnaire should be largely integrated with other methodologies. Based on the research material I expect to provide suggestions for the development of place branding strategies that can foster the emergence of urban creative milieus.

At the same time, I intend to narrow the focus of our investigation when concentrating on the cases of medium-sized cities. Although most attention tends to be drawn to the largest metropolitan urban regions, this is definitely not the category of cities in which most urban inhabitants across Europe, including Russia, live. Of around 260 million Europeans living in city regions with more than 100,000 inhabitants, only 20 percent live in city regions of more than 2.5 million people, while almost half (44 percent) of all urban inhabitants live in city regions of less than 500,000 inhabitants. The latter category of cities can be considered to be ‘medium-sized’ on a European scale. However, such cities inevitably lose in importance when compared with bigger metropolitan areas, which are usually ranked in higher positions. It is especially true in the cases of medium-sized specialized cities meaning the cities where a particular kind of activity or economic organization is dominant in the economic sphere. In such cities the particular kind of economic activity inevitably contributes to the structuring the whole of urban society, including formal and informal institutions that impact on forming social identity. For instance, economic activities which have been inherited from the past can have a special meaning in group memory and be subject of commonly shared pride. In this context, specialized cities can be considered as a subtype of heritage-sensitive cities. Effective place branding strategies should thus combine demonstrating the genuine true value of continuity with evaluating opportunities and allowing cities to transform into big centers of research, and this can foster the emergence of creative milieus. But, on the other hand, textile industry can be based on using simple technologies. In such a case, the traditions of specialized textile cities can provide an obstacle to adopting and adapting creative ideas and practices to a particular city’s context. Due to fierce competition from mainly the Far East, the textile production in the case cities came to a halt in the second half of the 20th century. At the same time, unlike Enschede and Tampere, Ivanovo and Liberec present the legacy of the socialist planned economy. Specialized cities under state socialism had a strong support by the government for their development, and the support was mainly due to political reasons. This permitted to support mono-industrial economies until the demise of state socialism at the beginning of the 1990s. In any case, the creative potential of the textile industry should be mobilized to restructure the local mono-industrial economies.

As the research is currently at the preliminary stage, the characteristics of the distinct place branding strategies are being scrutinized by means of a secondary research which includes the analysis of the data collected from multiple sources, such as official documents, websites and blogs. The preliminary results of our study can provide an evidence to suggest that place branding strategies in all case cities stress, in one way or another, the importance of the ‘routes’ to the future. Overall, Ivanovo is represented as the big university centre of Russia. The motto of ‘Enschede innovates’ is widely represented as a sort of a business card bearing the main information about this Dutch city with a total population of around 158,000 inhabitants (The City of Enschede). As it seems, one can consider that as a good example of umbrella branding which involves representing many related images of the city under a single brand name. Therefore, it provides an opportunity for individuals and groups from different social and/or professional backgrounds to create and re-invent their city of residence. Tampere is represented as a centre of leading-edge technology, research, education, culture, sports and business (City of Tampere). A predominantly industrial nature of Liberec is depicted as being interconnected with high-tech industries, such as the glass and jewellery industry, the production and processing of plastics, engineering and processing industries are primarily developed with close ties to the production of cars. It is stressed that the traditional textile industry has lost its dominant position due to the slowdown in recent years (Liberec Region).

It is therefore possible to suppose that place branding strategies under scrutiny aim to search for ‘routes’ to sustainable development of the case city and, at the same time, show the importance of addressing a city’s ‘roots’. This can foster the emergence of active borders of multi-dimensional social identity within a city. In this context, the case of Ivanovo is likely to be somewhat different. In regard to this city, place branding often stresses the necessity to preserve a distinct character of ‘Russian Manchester’. Ivanovo earned such sobriquet during the 19th century, when it became the leading centre of the
textile industry in Russia. It is thus often affirmed that Ivanovo should be developed, first of all, as the ‘textile cluster’ of Russia. This can be likely understood in a broader context of Russia’s political and societal scene. The case of contemporary Russia presents a model of state capitalism featured by mixing the return to everything Soviet in regard to ideology and policies with the widespread capitalism tout court in every sector of public and private life. Such model relies, first of all, upon bureaucratic, top-down manner of government in hierarchies (which is evidently in contrast with the current global trend towards replacing this mode of government by the patterns of governance in networks). In this context, decisions concerning local issues are mostly taken at the national level. As a consequence, such hierarchical model leaves local inhabitants with little capacity for action, and the idea of dependence upon their ‘roots’ forms the cognitive framework within which the new agenda for urban development is embedded. The fact that Ivanovo is the only case among the cities under scrutiny where no reliable English-language versions of the locally produced websites are available, can also be regarded as a result of such dependence upon the ‘roots’. Under these circumstances, the hegemonic traditions of mono-professional neighborhoods maintained by informal institutions, local authorities and central government can hinder the development of place branding strategies aimed to foster the emergence of social identity complexity. The current development of Ivanovo provides a good evidence of that. In the post-Soviet era the crisis of the local mono-structural economy led to high unemployment rates and tremendously deteriorating social conditions. In spite of the improvement of the situation in the mid-2000s, resulted from the rising oil prices and the steady increase of the living standards in Russia as a whole, the current economic situation launches most urban dwellers on a career in low-wage services. At the same time, Putin’s persistence in chanting the Soviet mantra, like that about ‘the leading role of the working class’ (which in the Soviet era provides a legitimization of social exclusion and even extermination of ‘class enemies’), has led to maintaining the traditional mono-industrial structure of the local economy. But, unlike in the Soviet era, most of fabrics are produced in numerous small sweatshops, whereas the large factory buildings are turned into the enormous shopping malls. As a result, people are increasingly moving to Moscow to seek for higher paid jobs.

Concluding remarks

In this paper I have described analytical framework of further research, and therefore this has to be considered merely as a necessary preliminary stage in drawing research design. In the current form the proposal thus has too many problems and limits. First, the proposed conceptualization of a heritage-sensitive city needs critical evaluating. This inevitably raises many questions, such as, for instance: Is it possible to consider specialized cities as a subtype of heritage-sensitive cities? Do they possess the main characteristics of heritage-sensitive cities in general? How the particular manner of place branding can affect the emergence of social identity complexity crucial for the development of urban creative milieus?

Second, thus far I have investigated the emergence of urban creative milieus merely within the boundaries of a particular city. However, cities have increasingly become ‘unbound’ from various points of view; not only because a multiplicity of cultures are characterizing the urban space, but also because a break has occurred between the city form and functions and the urban government/governance processes. Cities are thus extending over larger spaces and are facing new challenges. In this content, is it possible to shift our focus from heritage-sensitive cities to heritage-sensitive territories branding?

Third, the four case studies proposed do not still seem to be a part of a ‘comparative analysis’. They are just four testing fields for the analysis. I intend to take a look at recent debates on comparative methodologies in order to clarify this point. As my study will be both qualitative and quantitative in nature, the question of forming a robust methodological framework and using valid techniques of collecting and analyzing data is also of a special importance. As comparative case studies are generally strong precisely where statistical methods and formal methodologies are weak, this methodology is well suited to a qualitative research design. At the same time, there is the need to undertake primary research to be based on more representative and statistically reliable data in order to deepen the insight into the impact of various place branding strategies on the emergence of creative milieus in heritage-sensitive cities. In this context, the research should go beyond using exclusively comparative case study methodology. The empirical study should be ideally based on using several different, yet complementary, research methodologies.

In any case, further research in this field could enhance our understanding of what we can do about fostering sustainable development of heritage-sensitive cities where many common identities will be recognized and mutual differences will be respected.
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